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BIGLAW IDENTITY CAPITAL: 
PINK AND BLUE, BLACK AND WHITE

Eli Wald*

INTRODUCTION

A Caucasian male attorney joins a large law firm as a first year associate. In addition to his regular heavy workload, he is often invited to attend various firmwide events and functions, but his occasional absences are accepted and presumed to be the result of his work ethic and long billable hours. Over time, he receives a steady flow of assignments, a reasonable mix of paperwork and more challenging, quality assignments. He meets and develops an informal mentoring relationship with a few of the firm’s partners, including one or two of its powerful partners. At times he experiences pressure to meet the firm’s expectations, yet he is always treated with respect by partners and associates who assume that he is competent and loyal to the firm and its clients. Nothing in his formal and informal evaluations suggests any concerns, and he believes he is having a solid experience. During his fourth year at the firm, an entity client for which he has been working for a year approaches him about joining its in-house legal department. He is flattered but decides to stay with the firm. Following his ninth year he is elected to the partnership.

A Latina attorney joins a large law firm as a first year associate and is soon asked to join the firm’s diversity committee. In addition to her regular heavy workload, she is often invited to attend various firmwide events and functions, where she is photographed and later featured prominently on the firm’s website and print publications. She is also actively involved with the firm’s recruitment efforts, especially its efforts to recruit minority candidates. Over time, she receives a steady flow of assignments, a reasonable mix of paperwork and more challenging, quality assignments. She meets and develops an informal mentoring relationship with a few of the firm’s partners, including one or two of its minority partners. At times
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she experiences implicit pressure to work her personal and professional identity to meet the firm’s cultural expectations, and sometimes she feels she is being treated disrespectfully by partners and associates who seem to imply that she may have been hired and retained in part because of her racial and gender identity; yet overall she is content at the firm. Nothing in her formal and informal evaluations suggests any concerns, and she believes she is having a solid experience. During her fourth year at the firm, an entity client for which she has been working for a year approaches her about joining its in-house legal department. She is flattered and, mindful of the fact that the firm has but a few minority partners, accepts the job offer. The firm and the associate part ways on amicable terms.

In some ways, the experiences described above are similar and typical for associates at large law firms. Working long hours while at the firm is common; so is the expectation that associates serve on committees and regularly attend firm functions. Even as BigLaw increasingly moves away from hiring large entry-level classes of associates, still most

---

1. Workplace actors, explain Devon Carbado and Mitu Gulati, “work their identity” when they “adopt strategies to signal that they are hard working, collegial, team oriented, and trust worthy.” Devon W. Carbado & Mitu Gulati, Working Identity, 85 CORNELL L. REV. 1259, 1263 (2000). Identity work is necessary because firms value not only effort and merit but also qualities such as collegiality, collaboration, and commitment, which are hard to observe. Id.


associates leave firms by their fourth or fifth year, and some go in-house with one of the firm’s entity clients. Next, associates typically have a mixed bag of assignments but form only a few informal mentoring relationships with senior associates and partners, who seem increasingly to have less time and interest in mentoring.

In other ways, however, these typical experiences differ notably. First, while some Caucasian male associates are asked to serve on firm committees, female and minority associates are often overburdened with service commitments. While all associates are expected to participate in firm activities, diverse attorneys experience a stronger pressure to visibly attend to allow the firm to publicly feature them as members of the firm. In contrast, Caucasian men’s absence is often accepted and assumed to reflect their commitment to the firm and to billable work, rather than an indication of disinterest and disloyalty. Next, while building mentorship relationships is challenging for all associates, minority associates often find the experience to be more challenging, and they are subtly directed or are drawn to minority partners, oftentimes partners without power or with less power than the firm’s leading rainmakers. Finally, while many associates feel the pressure to meet the firm’s cultural expectations and receive generic and unhelpful feedback, these phenomena disproportionately burden minority associates: they often must invest more time and effort working their identity compared with their white male counterparts, and they are


often confronted with more imposing negative stereotypes, rendering the consequences of bland evaluations more pronounced.10

What, if anything, do these experiences tell us about BigLaw practice, equality, and discrimination? At first blush, both experiences appear to constitute stories of professional success. BigLaw partners enjoy high professional, socioeconomic, and cultural status atop the legal profession. Similarly, in-house positions have become increasingly coveted and also confer high professional status. At the same time, however, these narratives reveal disturbing patterns of disproportionately early exit, underrepresentation, and inequality affecting women and lawyers of color at BigLaw beyond the entry-level rank.11 Caucasian males are able to work longer billable hours, receive superior training, and form stronger mentorship relationships with powerful partners. In turn, these associates receive higher quality assignments and end up better positioned to develop a book of business. As a result, having proven themselves to be the “ideal workers,” white male associates do have a better chance of making partner.12 In contrast, women and minorities—burdened by service commitments to the firm that result in fewer billable hours and undermined by relationships with less powerful partners, as well as by negative gender and racial stereotypes—gradually receive lower quality assignments.13 By


12. Joan Williams explains that “[m]arket work is structured around an ideal worker who takes no time off for childbearing, has no daytime child rearing responsibilities, and is available “full-time” and for overtime at short notice.” Joan C. Williams, Restructuring Work and Family Entitlements Around Family Values, 19 HARV. J. L. & PUB. POL’Y 753, 753 (1996); see Joan Williams, Deconstructing Gender, 87 MICH. L. REV. 797, 822 (1989). As large law firms increasingly adopt a 24/7, around the clock, client-centered ideology as the benchmark of professional excellence, see Eli Wald, Glass Ceilings and Dead Ends: Professional Identities, Gender Stereotypes, and the Future of Women Lawyers at Large Law Firms, 78 FORDHAM L. REV. 2245, 2264–73 (2010), Caucasian male lawyers are reconstituted as BigLaw’s ideal workers.

their fourth year, exiting the firm and going in-house is often a prudent
career move because they stand a lesser chance of making partner.14

Indeed, close scrutiny reveals the inherently different, and often lesser,
outcomes typically achieved by women and minority lawyers compared to
their Caucasian male counterparts. First, BigLaw partner is a coveted
position of power and influence, often leading to a demanding, yet
relatively stable, lucrative, and prestigious career path. A departing fourth
year associate, in contrast, is likely to join an in-house department as
associate general counsel or as a subject matter expert—an increasingly
sought after position yet one not usually on par with that of a BigLaw
partner or of general counsel.15 Second, Caucasian males who choose to
stay at BigLaw and make partner are as equally well-positioned as their
women of color counterparts to go in-house if they so desire. Female
minority associates, however, hardly have the same choices. Irrespective of
whether they opt out or are pushed out of BigLaw, they do so facing
different circumstances: they go in-house without having the realistic
option of staying put and making partner, and they leave the firm endowed
with less training and mentorship and having experienced a lower quality of
work.

What explains these markedly different stories? That is, what explains
the systematic underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers in
positions of power and influence at BigLaw? The existing literature
conceives of large law firms as tournaments of lawyers, in which associates
exchange their labor for salaries, work assignments, training, and
mentoring, and where they compete based on merit for promotion to the
partnership, irrespective of their gender, race, and other facets of their
personal identity. However, prevailing societal stereotypes and implicit
bias disproportionately impact diverse BigLaw lawyers, leading to fewer
and lower quality assignments, subpar training, compromised mentorships,
and, in turn, diminished likelihood of promotion.16

The traditional account suggests that the underrepresentation of diverse
attorneys at BigLaw is the result of exogenous societal forces mostly
outside the control of BigLaw and its lawyers, and therefore offers a bleak
forecast for greater representation of women and lawyers of color at
BigLaw, at least until the demise of negative stereotypes and implicit bias
in American society. Indeed, this grim analysis appears to find support in
BigLaw’s two-decade-long unsuccessful attempt to enhance diversity
among its upper ranks, as well as in the diversity fatigue phenomenon.17

This Article advances a new capital analysis, depicting BigLaw
relationships not as basic labor-salary exchanges but rather as complex
transactions in which BigLaw and its lawyers exchange labor and various
forms of capital—social, cultural, and identity. Unlike the traditional

16. See infra Part I.
17. See Rhode, supra note 11, at 1257; Veronica Root, Retaining Color, 47 U. MICH.
J.L. REFORM 575, 587 (2014); Wald, supra note 11, at 1110–11.
Tournament Theory model, in which BigLaw and its lawyers come across as near hopeless pawns powerless to combat vicious exogenous societal forces outside of their control, the proposed capital model conceives of BigLaw and its lawyers as active players who are very much responsible for the outcomes of their exchanges. Moreover, exactly because the capital model describes the underrepresentation of diverse lawyers at BigLaw as an endogenous outcome within the control of BigLaw and its lawyers, it is, while far from rosy, a cautiously optimistic model that offers hope for greater representation of diverse lawyers in positions of power and influence.

Part I of this Article offers a brief summary of the traditional account of the organization of BigLaw—Tournament Theory—and of the underrepresentation of diverse lawyers in positions of power and influence as result of stereotypes and implicit bias. Part II introduces capital analysis, which builds on the work of Pierre Bourdieu regarding economic, cultural, and social capital. It examines the concepts of positive and negative capital, explores the meaning of capital ownership by entities, and develops the notion of identity capital—the value individuals and institutions derive from their identities. Part III presents a capital theory of BigLaw, in which large law firms and their lawyers engage in complex transactions trading labor, social, cultural, and identity capital for economic, social, cultural, and identity capital.

Parts IV and V offer a new understanding of the underrepresentation of diverse lawyers at BigLaw and suggest effective, practical means of addressing it. Part IV uses capital analysis to show that the underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers is not the result of exogenous forces but rather the outcome of the very exchanges in which BigLaw and its lawyers engage. Part V suggests policies and procedures BigLaw can and should adopt to improve the quality of the exchanges it offers to women and minority attorneys and to reduce the underrepresentation of diverse lawyers within its ranks. Employing the concepts of capital transparency, capital boundary, and capital infrastructure, Part V demonstrates how BigLaw can (1) explicitly recognize the roles social, cultural, and identity capital play in its retention and promotion apparatuses and (2) revise its policies and procedures to ensure that all of its lawyers have equal opportunities to develop the requisite capital and compete on equal and fair terms for positions of power and influence.

I. THE TOURNAMENT THEORY OF BIGLAW

Marc Galanter and Thomas Palay’s seminal theory of large law firms postulates that partners and associates participate in a tournament of lawyers. Experienced partners need associates to help serve their clients

---

18. See infra Part I.
but fear that the associates may leave the firm, grab the clients, or shirk their responsibilities. Associates need work and can offer their labor to partners but fear that the firm may not invest in their training and mentoring. The tournament of lawyers effectively addresses these concerns: associates receive high salaries in exchange for their long hours at the firm, which has an incentive to train and mentor its future partners; the promise of a well-compensated partnership diminishes the risk of associates leaving; and the eight-to-ten–year partnership track with its gradual increase in training, mentoring, and exposure to clients reduces the risk of grabbing and the uncertain promotion to partnership provides associates with incentives not to shirk. Tournament Theory is essentially one of a basic exchange: associates trade labor (i.e., long billable hours) for a high salary, training, mentoring, and a shot at making partner. At the conclusion of the tournament the hardest working, best associates are promoted to the partnership.

Over the years, Tournament Theory has been extended and refined. Galanter and William Henderson have argued that the tournament has become more elastic, by abandoning the “up or out” characteristic for associates and introducing new tracks for “permanent” associates and by recognizing new non-partnership tracks such as contract and staff attorneys. In turn, these changes have allowed law firms to reduce the number of entry-level associates and retain non-partner senior lawyers, resulting in a shift from a pyramid-shaped hiring and promotion structure to a diamond-shaped structure. At the same time, law firms have also tiered up their partnerships by introducing tournament style competitions at the partner level, in which salaried or junior partners compete for the coveted positions of equity partners. Bernard Burk and David McGowan have explored the nature of the relationships among firm partners, arguing that reciprocal referrals render the ties among partners brittle and leave large law firms unstable and prone to departures and defections.

Tournament Theory sheds limited light on the varying experiences of different BigLaw associates and partners. If Caucasian male associates
work long hours, they will secure a stable flow of work. Over time they will build relationships with senior associates and partners that will provide training and mentorships, which will result in higher quality assignments, in turn making them credible candidates for promotion to partner. In contrast, if women and minority associates bill fewer hours due to their increased service commitments to the firm they: (1) will gradually be assigned fewer and lower quality tasks, (2) will have diminished opportunities to benefit from training and mentoring, and (3) will be more likely to leave the firm sooner than their white male counterparts or accept positions as permanent associates. Yet the tournament model fails to address some fundamental questions: Why would law firms disproportionately burden women and minority associates with service commitments? Why would these associates accept such impositions? And should women and minority lawyers who do put in long billable hours expect to fare as well as their Caucasian counterparts?25

Critical scholars have provided insightful answers to some of these questions. David Wilkins and Mitu Gulati have challenged some of the admittedly simplistic assumptions of the basic Tournament Theory. For example, while the firm as a whole has an incentive to train and mentor all its associates, individual partners face different incentives. Once they invest in “their” associates, they have an incentive to see these associates succeed in the tournament and have others fail.26 Moreover, with increased pressure to bill at the expense of mentoring and training, partners will tend to prefer and promote those associates they perceive, correctly or incorrectly, to be more like them and therefore more likely to learn faster.27 Such heuristics will tend to disfavor women and minority associates, who white male partners will often experience as different, even if they are capable and in fact doing high quality work.28 For some powerful white male partners, investment in “their” associates thus becomes a disproportionate commitment to support the career development of white male associates at the firm. In turn, women and minority associates, correctly observing that they are receiving inferior training and mentoring, may decide to leave the firm or get off the partnership track in disproportionate numbers.29

Many have documented the important role of stereotypes and implicit bias at the workplace.30 At BigLaw, gender stereotypes mean that male

---

25. See RONIT DINOVITZER ET AL., AM. BAR FOUND. & NALP FOUND., AFTER THE JD II: SECOND RESULTS FROM A NATIONAL STUDY OF LEGAL CAREERS 68 (2009) (finding that women lawyers at BigLaw generally bill as many hours as their male colleagues).
26. Wilkins & Gulati, Reconceiving the Tournament of Lawyers, supra note 7, at 1615–19.
27. Wilkins & Gulati, Why Are There So Few Black Lawyers, supra note 7, at 569–70.
29. Wilkins & Gulati, Why Are There So Few Black Lawyers, supra note 7, at 569–70.
associates will benefit from the presumption that they are willing and able to work longer hours whereas female associates will be presumed to have divided loyalties—i.e., competing personal responsibilities to their families—and therefore less of a commitment to work long hours.\textsuperscript{31} Such stereotypes become a self-fulfilling prophecy: partners who believe that female associates may be less dependable because of their presumed divided loyalties will tend to favor male associates and assign the latter more and better assignments. Over time, female associates, receiving fewer and lower quality assignments, may fall behind their male counterparts and rationally decide to leave the firm, validating the divided loyalty stereotype in the eyes of these very partners. Similarly, gender and racial stereotypes tend to favor Caucasian male associates whose work product is presumed to be competent, their mistakes understandable, and their work ethic unquestioned, whereas female and minority associates have to combat presumptions of incompetence and laziness. Partners who rely on such stereotypes will tend to mentor and train those they identify as more competent, providing Caucasian men with enhanced opportunities to improve and become more competent than female and minority lawyers.\textsuperscript{32}

In addition to the impact of stereotypes and unequal training and mentoring, professional ideologies also tend to undermine the career trajectory of women and minority associates at BigLaw. The rise in the prestige and power of in-house counsel and the increase in the number of large law firms mean that increasingly BigLaw cannot offer cutting edge intellectual work for elite clients and can only offer relatively high salaries in exchange for long billable hours.\textsuperscript{33} Large law firms, in their quest to maintain their elite status atop the profession in an increasingly competitive market for legal services that renders them less desirable workplaces, develop professional ideologies that define merit and excellence in terms of 24/7 service to clients; thus they end up favoring white men and disfavoring

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
women and minority lawyers who face negative stereotyping about their 24/7 commitment and their excellence.  

These accounts—first generation critical analyses of BigLaw—tend to explain the underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers at BigLaw in a manner consistent with Tournament Theory. At the same time, the accounts portray law firms, partners, and associates in a positive—or at least forgiving—light, in that all parties to the exchange appear to act without intention or explicit control over the circumstances that lead to systematically different outcomes for minority lawyers. Law firms, for example, may argue that gender and racial stereotypes are a product of American culture and that they have little ability to influence them even if their practices accommodate them; that partners’ training and mentoring decisions are grounded in implicit biases that are hard to detect and uproot; and that increased competition in the market for legal services shapes and forms new professional ideologies that are outside of their control. Partners may assert that, to the extent they act on stereotypes and implicit biases they have little control over or awareness of, they cannot be held accountable. And associates may argue that they have little power but to play the hands they are dealt, which, in the case of female and minority associates, oftentimes means leaving the firm disproportionately early. The accounts suggest a lamentable status quo with little hope for change in the future.

Put differently, first generation critical analyses successfully show that BigLaw’s tournaments do not produce the results predicted by the tournament model—namely, the hardworking best being promoted to partnership. Or, more accurately, they produce a particular subset of the hardworking best—white males. However, importantly, the analyses imply that the problem is not with the theory but rather with reality: because BigLaw and its actors, in real life, experience exogenous conditions that feature implicit bias and stereotypes, their tournaments produce white male partners disproportionately. Consequently, reducing the underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers in positions of power may require a change in the external conditions—implicit bias, stereotypes, and dominant white culture—which cause it.

Recent scholarship—which may be thought of as second generation critical analyses of BigLaw—has begun to challenge the inevitability of these accounts. Devon Carbado and Gulati have shown that law firms do not simply accept “as is” their lawyers’ increasingly diverse identities but in

34. Wald, supra note 12, at 2256.
fact actively shape and form the ways in which firm lawyers work their identities. Nancy Leong has argued that law firms disproportionately impose service commitments on minority lawyers because such “racial capitalism” allows BigLaw to derive diversity value by signaling to their clients, competitors, and recruits that they feature equal and culturally competent work environments. And Carbado and his colleagues have asserted that law firms tolerate, even accommodate, concealed biases in the workplace.

Second generation critical insights fatally undermine Tournament Theory and its notion of a basic exchange between associates and partners, suggesting that underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers in powerful BigLaw positions is endogenous rather than exogenous. Naive associates may believe that they are trading labor for a high salary, training, mentoring, and a shot at making partner. Critical analyses establish, however, that large law firms and their partners do not simply trade high salaries, training, mentorship, and deferred compensation for labor, nor are they merely pawns who must operate within a complex system of cultural stereotypes and implicit biases over which they have little control and influence. Rather, BigLaw actors engage in a much more complicated exchange, a capital exchange, best understood in terms of a capital theory of BigLaw. A capital analysis of large law firms, however, requires a brief grounding in capital theory.

II. A BOURDIEUESQUE THEORY OF CAPITAL: SOCIAL, CULTURAL, AND IDENTITY CAPITAL

French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu interprets capital as a structure and function of the social world, a predictable resource yielding power—a deliberate, nonrandom, non-accidental regularity that cannot be reduced to mere economics. Capital takes time to accumulate and has the “potential capacity to . . . reproduce itself in identical or expanded form.” Bourdieu distinguishes between three types of capital: economic, cultural, and social.

Economic capital consists of economic resources such as cash and property. Cultural capital is the accumulation or acquisition of “competence in society’s high-status culture.” A person possessing cultural capital benefits from the skills and knowledge that are afforded by

38. Carbo & Gulati, supra note 1, at 1299–1307.
42. Bourdieu discusses a fourth form of capital, symbolic capital, to refer to resources such as prestige, honor, and recognition within a culture. See Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste 291 (Richard Nice trans., 1984); see also Pierre Bourdieu, The Aristocracy of Culture, 2 Media, Culture & Soc’y 225 (1980) (discussing habitus or motivations and dispositions).
the culture that she has accumulated throughout her life. Cultural capital includes communication skills, cultural awareness or sensitivity, knowledge of institutions, and the necessary credentials providing access to socioeconomic mobility. An individual endowed with a great amount of cultural capital knows multiple languages, is well-read, and has an eye for art, an ear for music, and a palate for wine. In this sense, cultural capital is a tool enabling a person to maneuver through social structures, gaining advantages and ultimately settling in a freely chosen place.44

Social capital exists in the change and structure of relations between people. Its value is the resource that relationships and connections can provide in the short and long term. A person with social capital is a member of a durable network—whether it is a family, a religious group, a college alumni association, or an elite club—that extends to each of its members a benefit to which she is entitled by virtue of her membership in the group. Social capital is measured by the extent to which an individual is a member of several networks and the amount of power, influence, money, and cultural capital the individual possesses by way of those networks. A person with a large amount of social capital is a member of groups that have money, influence, prestige, and power, and the person may call on any of these things when desired.45 Capital analysis has become increasingly familiar to legal scholars.46

44. Id. at 4–6; see also Bourdieu, supra note 41, at 243–44.

45. Bourdieu, supra note 41, at 243; James S. Coleman, Social Capital in the Creation of Human Capital, 94 AM. J. SOC. 95, 97–99 (Supp. 1988). See generally Paul S. Adler & Seok-Woo Kwon, Social Capital: Prospects for a New Concept, 27 ACAD. MGMT. REV. 17 (2002). Bourdieu has used the concepts of capital to argue that American thought systematically misrecognizes success as a personal and individual achievement based on merit. See Bourdieu, supra note 41, at 241–58. Bourdieu believes that while a person’s achievements are in part the product of hard work and merit, they are also the product of a number of external factors that depend not exclusively on the person but rather on the culture in which she operates and, in particular, on the cultural and social capital with which she is endowed. See id.; see also Alejandro Portes, The Two Meanings of Social Capital, 15 SOC. F. 1, 2 (2000) (remarking that Bourdieu believed cultural and social capital play a primary role in facilitating access to jobs, market tips, and other benefits).

Consider the following three extensions to Bourdieu. First, capital may be either positive or negative. Just as one may possess positive economic capital (such as wealth), positive social capital (such as relationships and networks that result in enhanced opportunities to accumulate wealth and status), and positive cultural capital (such as interests, hobbies, and skills that confer value), one can also possess negative capital. Debt constitutes negative economic capital. Destructive relationships—for example, with criminals who implicate one in illegal activities or with drug addicts who lead to harmful abuse—constitute negative social capital. And harmful habits, hobbies, and skills, such as excessive drinking or gambling, are examples of negative cultural capital.

To be clear, capital in and of itself is not a positive or a negative resource, yet it can be positive or negative, and the use of capital can result in positive or negative consequences. Robert Putnam, for example, has observed that social capital “can be directed toward malevolent, antisocial purposes.” In Putnam’s formulation, what sets apart “positive and negative ‘social capital’ is whether it ‘bridges’ or ‘bonds.’” Bridging organizations result in positive consequences because they bring different people together, whereas bonding organizations lead to negative consequences because they connect similar people and breed exclusion. In particular, while belonging to a bonding organization may confer positive consequences on its members, it may nonetheless cause great harm to those excluded.

Here, building on the work of Tracey Meares and others, negative capital means not only the possible negative consequences for some from the use of capital by others, but rather that capital itself can be negative and have negative consequences. Meares argues not only that law-abiding minorities may realize that their fates are linked to those of law-breaking minorities, but that minorities who have negative relationships with criminals and gangs may commit more crimes. Similarly, BigLaw associates who have bad mentors can have negative social capital and lawyers who receive poor training may have negative cultural capital.

---

47. Bourdieu, supra note 41; Dinovitzer, supra note 46, at 448.
Second, capital may be possessed by institutions and organizations. That is, in addition to serving as the arenas in which individuals use capital, institutions themselves can own capital. It is understood that institutions as well as individuals may own economic capital, such as money. Yet institutions may also own social and cultural capital. For example, a law school’s relationships with its alumni, community, or peer institutions—or a law firm’s relationships with current and former lawyers, clients, judges, and opposing counsel—are forms of social capital, which importantly transcend relationships with individuals who act on behalf of the institutions. Alumni, of course, interact with the Dean and the alumni office, but their relationships are fundamentally with the institution and not with its constituencies, which come and go. Similarly, an institution’s reputation and credentials are a form of cultural capital, which build on but are distinct from the reputation and credentials of institutional actors. Law students, for example, may enroll in a particular law school given the reputation of some of its faculty members, but the law school’s reputation is distinct from that of its individual faculty members. And while clients increasingly claim to hire individual lawyers and not large law firms, a firm’s reputation hardly ever depends on the reputation of particular partners.

Finally, in addition to economic, social, and cultural capital, individuals and institutions possess another form of capital: identity capital. Dr. Meg Jay has defined identity capital as a “collection of personal assets. It is the repertoire of individual resources that we assemble over time. These are the investments we make in ourselves, the things we do well enough, or long enough, that they become a part of who we are.” Dr. Jay’s broad definition of identity capital, akin to what some legal scholars have called human capital, is essentially a shorthand for social and cultural capital.

In contrast, I use identity capital to mean the values one derives from various facets of one’s personal identity—for example, gender, racial, ethnic, class, national, or sexual orientation identity—facets that trigger reactions, perceptions, and stereotypes in others. Notably, some aspects of

---

55. Or, more accurately, a form of symbolic-cultural capital. See Bourdieu, supra note 42.
56. John C. Coates et al., Hiring Teams, Firms, and Lawyers: Evidence of the Evolving Relationships in the Corporate Legal Market, 36 L. & Soc. Inquiry 999, 1000 (2011) (finding that clients base hiring and firing decisions on the qualities of teams and departments, as well as individual members); Wilkins, supra note 9, at 2136.
59. Dr. Jay’s examples of identity capital—“degrees, jobs, test scores, and clubs,” as well as “how we speak, where we are from, how we solve problems”—are examples of cultural and social capital. Jay, supra note 57, at 6.
our identity are socially and legally constituted and construed and therefore outside of our control, whereas other aspects are a function of culture, identification, and personal investment and are, at least to some extent, within our control.

Only one other article has previously used the term identity capital. In some ways, E. Christi Cunningham’s definition of identity capital is similar to mine: she defines identity markets as venues in which identities are bought and sold and contends that values derived from identity are traded as commodities in identity markets, that “[i]dentify commodification . . . involves the creation of value through labor beyond that which is necessary to sustain the person,” and concludes that “[t]hose who accumulate identity capital enjoy the benefits of enhanced identity value in the market.” In at least two ways, however, our definitions differ greatly. First, whereas Cunningham believes that “the process of commodifying and maintaining the commodification of identity requires both state force and private acts of discrimination,” I believe that informed and voluntary capital exchanges may take place between private actors, need not involve the state, and need not entail discrimination. Second, whereas Cunningham argues that all “[t]rade in identity is a particular form of exploitation,” that the “labor expended in refining, negotiating, combating and preserving socially construed identity constitutes identity exploitation,” and therefore that “[identity] should not be commodified in identity markets,” I maintain that while capital transactions may be exploitative they need not be.

60. See, e.g., Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity 25 (Taylor & Francis e-Library 2002) (1990) (“[G]ender is always a doing, though not a doing by a subject who might be said to preexist the deed. . . . There is no gender identity behind the expressions of gender; that identity is performatively constituted by the very ‘expressions’ that are said to be its result.”); see also, e.g., Ariela J. Gross, Litigating Whiteness: Trials of Racial Determination in the Nineteenth-Century South, 108 Yale L.J. 109 (1998); Ian F. Haney López, The Social Construction of Race: Some Observations on Illusion, Fabrication, and Choice, 29 Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev. 1, 27–28 (1994); Nikki Khanna & Cathryn Johnson, Passing As Black: Racial Identity Work Among Biracial Americans, 73 Soc. Psychol. Q. 380 (2010) (discussing when and how biracial individuals manipulate physical characteristics (among other things) to strategically pass as either white or black). To the extent that Dr. Jay’s definition of identity capital includes “how we look,” “what we bring to the adult marketplace,” and “the currency we use to metaphorically purchase jobs and relationships and other things we want,” then it is inclusive of my definition of identity capital, which is consistent with the broad way with which she intended to define her term. Jay, supra note 57, at 6–7.

61. Carbado & Gulati, supra note 1.


63. Id. at 492.

64. Id. at 493.

65. Id. at 501.

66. Id. at 502.

67. Id. at 491.

68. Id. at 501.

69. Id. at 502.

70. Id. at 494.
In contrast with Cunningham’s, my proposed definition of identity capital builds on status expectation theory in sociology, which asserts that “the influence attempts of high-status individuals succeed, and those of lower-status people fail, due to socially shared cognitions and expectations that link social status to attributions about personal ability and worth.”

According to the theory, in group settings such as the workplace, group members “form expectations about the quality of each other’s contributions to an assigned task,” and these expectations, in turn, “generate the emergence of status hierarchies within group settings.” In such a way status, or identity capital, plays a role in constituting and maintaining a group’s social position and an individual’s position within the group and the workplace. Applying status expectation theory to the study of the legal profession and lawyers, Nancy Reichman and Joyce Sterling have argued that “employers will prefer one status group—male lawyers in the present instance—over another because they perceive them as more competent and worthy.” Moreover, “[t]he evaluation of . . . performance becomes a ‘self-fulfilling prophesy’ when certain status actors (male lawyers) are given more opportunities to participate and to demonstrate their competence in the workplace,” resulting in employers interpreting “men’s performances to be superior to those of women.”

Just like economic, social, and cultural capital, identity capital is part of the structure and function of the social world that cannot be reduced to mere economics—predictable resources yielding power, which capture and reflect deliberate, nonrandom, non-accidental regularity. Gender capital, for example, a form of identity capital, denotes the value one derives from one’s gender identity, including stereotypes, associations, and perceptions.
of it. Racial capital similarly reflects the value one derives from one’s racial identity.78

A few examples demonstrate the meaning and relevance of identity capital in the practice of law. The representation of the Ku Klux Klan by Anthony Griffin, a black lawyer,79 suggests that Mr. Griffin possessed various forms of capital. The Klan hired Mr. Griffin both because he was a leading First Amendment attorney (cultural-symbolic capital) and because of his racial identity, wishing to build its organizational legitimacy and garner public sympathy through its association with a black lawyer (identity capital). Put differently, Mr. Griffin was able to derive value from his racial identity in his representation of the Klan, in addition to deriving value from his professional merit and reputation. Similarly, a Caucasian female defense counsel who agreed to represent a black defendant accused of raping a white victim is deriving value from her racial and gender identity.80

While the terminology of identity capital may be new to legal scholars, its practice by lawyers and law firms dates back centuries. Caucasian male lawyers have long utilized their gender and racial identity to take advantage of positive stereotypes of competence, intelligence, and loyalty to law firms and clients—forms of identity capital.81 And since the mid-twentieth century, Jewish lawyers have taken advantage of the flip side of bias, that is, from the surprisingly positive value of long-standing derogatory ethno-religious stereotypes, such as “Jews are smart” and “manipulative,” to establish a perception that “everybody wants to have a Jewish attorney.”82

The qualities of identity capital resemble those of the other forms of capital. Specifically, identity capital, like economic, social, and cultural capital, may be either positive or negative. For example, a Caucasian female associate who experiences negative gender stereotypes regarding her divided loyalties possesses negative identity capital. Or an Asian American associate who faces unfair assumptions by partners that he lacks the creativity and imagination to become their peer possesses negative identity capital.83

78. Nancy Leong has similarly defined racial capital as “the economic and social value derived from an individual’s racial identity, whether by that individual, by other individuals, or by institutions,” adding that “racial capital is simply value derived from racial identity.” Leong, supra note 39, at 2190 & n.200.


81. See supra note 32 and accompanying text.


83. While some associates may benefit from the stereotype of Asian Americans as hard working, see Robert S. Chang, Toward an Asian American Legal Scholarship: Critical Race Theory, Post-Structuralism, and Narrative Space, 81 CAL. L. REV. 1241, 1258, 1261–62 (1993), others may experience a competing negative stereotype that Asian Americans lack
Indeed, the quality and quantity of one’s identity capital may sometimes be unclear. A Latina associate who joins a large law firm may derive value from her gender and racial identity because the firm may hire her in part to pursue its diversity commitments, but she may experience negative stereotypes about her competence and commitment once at the firm. The net effect of the associate’s identity capital may be less than evident. Similarly, a prospective black law student may derive value from his racial identity because a law school may admit him in part to pursue its diversity agenda, but once admitted, he may be harmed by racial stereotypes regarding his competence, even if affirmative action had nothing to do with his admission to the law school.84

Finally, identity capital, like economic, social, and cultural capital, may be possessed by institutions as well as by individuals. Large law firms have been pioneers of cultivating capital, from social capital through establishing strong institutional ties to elite law schools,85 to cultural and identity capital by building on their elite White Anglo-Saxon Protestant (WASP) and white-shoe credentials to develop elite professional status. Indeed, as I have argued elsewhere, the rise of large WASP law firms to prominence in the late nineteenth through the mid-twentieth centuries very much depended on the imagination and assertiveness which play an important role in the paradigm of a successful professional attorney, see Terri Yuh-lin Chen, Hate Violence As Border Patrol: An Asian American Theory of Hate Violence, 7 ASIAN L.J. 69, 85 (2000); Richard Delgado & Jean Stefancic, Images of the Outsider in American Law and Culture: Can Free Expression Remedy Systemic Social Ills?, 77 CORNELL L. REV. 1258, 1270–73 (1992) (describing negative stereotyping of Asian Americans in popular culture). See generally FRANK H. WU, YELLOW: RACE IN AMERICA BEYOND BLACK AND WHITE (2002).

84. JOHN H. MCWHORTER, LOSING THE RACE: SELF-SABOTAGE IN BLACK AMERICA 229 (2000) (arguing that affirmative action “creates private doubt,” depriving its recipients of “the unalloyed sense of personal, individual responsibility for their accomplishments”); Paul Butler, Affirmative Action and the Criminal Law, 68 U. COLO. L. REV. 841, 856 (1997) (“Some critics of affirmative action argue that its pervasiveness has caused successful minorities to suffer a stigma: the belief that minority achievements are the result of affirmative action, not individual merit.”). In his autobiography, Justice Clarence Thomas described the process of his job search after law school as humiliating, having experienced the stigma and bias of affirmative action firsthand. CLARENCE THOMAS, MY GRANDFATHER’S SON: A MEMOIR 86–87 (2007). Others, however, have discounted the impact of stigma on recipients of affirmative action. See, e.g., CHRISTOPHER EDLEY, JR., NOT ALL BLACK AND WHITE: AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, RACE, AND AMERICAN VALUES 81 (1996) (“[A]ffirmative action has a cost . . . [and] part of the cost is the risk of stigma . . . [however,] the stigma [one] may suffer is a small price compared to the price I would pay if I faced closed doors . . . .”); Randall Kennedy, Commentary, Persuasion and Distrust: A Comment on the Affirmative Action Debate, 99 HARV. L. REV. 1327, 1331 (1986). See generally David B. Wilkins, Rollin’ on the River: Race, Elite Schools, and the Equality Paradox, 25 L. & SOC. INQUIRY 527 (2000) (exploring network effects on the careers of black lawyers who were “rollin’ on the river” of the prestige benefits of elite institutions for many years after graduation).

85. ROBERT STEVENS, LAW SCHOOL: LEGAL EDUCATION IN AMERICA FROM THE 1850S TO THE 1980S, at 51 (1983) (describing how from the beginning of the twentieth century, “the elite law schools were seen as increasingly bent on serving corporate law firms . . . . The elite law schools grew alongside the burgeoning corporate law firms”); see also AUERBACH, supra note 2, at 28–30 (describing the symbiotic relationship between elite law schools and elite corporate law firms, matching the so-called “best” law students with the “best” law firms).
on their ability to translate their elite ethno-religious and class identity as WASP and white-shoe institutions into elite professional identity.86

Some may raise a preliminary objection to more explicit capital trades, and, in particular, to identity capital, on the ground that such commodification is degrading to and disrespectful of identity. To capital opponents, the answer to ongoing implicit capital exchanges is to disallow or discourage them rather than streamlining commodification of identity.87

In an ideal world, one dramatically different than the one we live in, perhaps identity commodification might be avoidable. One’s gender and racial identity, for example, would play no role in the workplace and would not be the subject matter of any explicit or implicit trades. We do, however, inhabit a world in which our identities are routinely commodified, and such commodification may be inevitable: in complex and important ways facets of our personal identity form and shape who we are as workers.88 To forbid identity commodification may amount to bleaching out workers’ identities and denying them the opportunity to be who they are as workers. That is, insisting on separating professional and personal identity may harm and disempower workers.89

Notably, the legal profession has long had, and continues to have, a thriving identity market, in which lawyers and law firms commodify and exchange identity capital. Identity commodification is not unique, and is not uniquely harmful to women and minority lawyers. Rather, exactly because Caucasian male lawyers and WASP law firms have long traded and continue to trade in their identity, capital exchanges are inevitable. In such a professional reality, what is needed is not the prohibition of identity markets but transparent and fair capital exchanges for all.90

Moreover, trading in identity capital may not only be inevitable, it also may be desirable. Consider prostitution—the commodification of the human body and of sexual relations—in which a prostitute exchanges use of her body and dignity for short-term economic capital. Proponents of the legalization of prostitution advance two main arguments in support of their position. First, autonomy and, in particular, the ability to control one’s body deserves respect and deference. Accordingly, if an individual wishes to commodify her body, denying her the ability to do so by criminalizing the conduct is akin to denying her autonomy.91 Second, because our world

86. See generally Wald, Rise and Fall, supra note 82.
87. Cunningham, supra note 62, at 494; Leong, supra note 39.
88. See supra note 71 and accompanying text.
89. This is not to deny the difference between empowering workers by allowing them a space in which to allow their personal identity to inform their professional identity and involuntary commodifying identity.
is not ideal, prostitution is going to take place. While prostitution may be ideally undesirable, legalization is second best—if it is going to happen, prostitutes are going to be better served by commodifying their bodies under the law and its protection as opposed to operating in its shadows. Opponents retort that the harm from commodification of the human body outweighs its benefits because prostitution denigrates both the dignity of prostitutes and the dignity of all women. In addition, they argue that prostitution is a poor banner on which to advance autonomy and freewill because it is only chosen under conditions of economic and cultural duress, suggesting that instead of legalization the state ought to improve the economic conditions that compel women to resort to prostitution.92

Capital analysis sheds additional light on this discourse. Prostitutes exchange use of their body for relatively little short-term economic capital, without receiving social and cultural capital or any prospect for long-term or future economic capital. Moreover, the exchange endows prostitutes with negative social and cultural capital: it may surround them with destructive, criminal relationships, diminish their self-esteem, and deny them the opportunity to develop skills and interests outside of prostitution. In an ideal world, prostitution would not occur. In our nonideal world, however, legalization provides higher economic capital for prostitutes in the form of higher net earnings (e.g., owing a tax liability rather than exposure to an abusive pimp), as well as reduced health and safety risks. It also promises the possibility of higher social and cultural capital: legalization may reduce negative stereotypes and low self-esteem and at least diminish exposure to destructive harmful relationships if not access to more positive relationships.

Capital discourse thus reveals several insights about commodification. First, deference to autonomy suggests that individuals may commodify their property if they so desire; however, they ought to do so only if informed of the harm to themselves and to others from the loss of dignity. Call this condition capital transparency, requiring that capital exchanges be informed both with regard to the exchanging individuals or institutions and to related and affected third parties.

Second, while an important value, autonomy is not the only value at stake. Commodification transactions may inflict great harm on the trading parties or on third parties or may be inherently unfair, in which case they ought to be highly regulated or even prohibited. Consider the so-called market for babies. Trading partners may wish to exchange a baby for economic capital and invoke their autonomy interest in being permitted to do so. However, they are met with society’s legitimate interest in protecting children’s best interests and ensuring the fairness of the exchange process, resulting in a heavily regulated adoption process rather than an

outright marketplace for babies. Call this the *capital boundary* constraint, which prohibits inherently unjust exchanges or trades that cause significant harm to the parties and to third parties.

Third, even when the capital boundary constraint does not prohibit exchanges outright, commodification requires close scrutiny of the conditions under which exchanges take place, with an eye toward duress conditions. Autonomy considerations hardly can be advanced compellingly when parties to the exchange have no viable alternatives. In particular, consider second-best arguments in favor of commodification: even if legalized commodification in fact results in a superior exchange—one in which vulnerable trading parties may receive more economic, social, cultural, and identity capital for the commodity they give away—commodification must also entail and the aspiration of building toward first-best outcomes. Call this the *capital infrastructure* condition. In the case of prostitution, for example, capital infrastructure means that even if legalization is permitted in the short run, society must work toward improving economic conditions for all to reduce the conditions of economic duress that drive individuals to commodify their own bodies.

III. A CAPITAL THEORY OF BIGLAW

Using capital terminology, the Tournament Theory model can be described as one in which associates and law firms exchange labor for capital: associates’ billable hours are labor for which firms offer three types of capital: economic capital—a salary and deferred compensation in the form of promotion to the partnership; cultural capital—training; and social capital—mentoring. A capital theory of BigLaw, however, reveals the limited and partial scope of Tournament Theory, describing the exchange more broadly as one in which associates trade labor and various forms of capital for various forms of capital.

Contrary to the insights of Tournament Theory, associates offer not only their labor but also their cultural capital, such as their college and law school credentials, extracurricular activities and hobbies, and cultural competence. BigLaw not only relies on the cultural capital of law students to make its hiring decisions, it further commodifies the cultural capital of its lawyers to derive value from it, displaying and using the credentials to attract clients, recruit law students and lawyers laterally, and to build its own reputation. Similarly, associates trade on their social capital, such as their relationships and networks, allowing law firms to make more informed hiring decisions and to utilize the capital vis-à-vis clients and other lawyers, for example, by using the alumni networks of its attorneys to recruit talent to the firm.


94. More accurately, associates thus commodify both their cultural and symbolic capital. See supra note 42.
Moreover, associates also allow law firms to commodify aspects of their personal identity, including their gender and racial identity. Enhanced diversity is a valuable asset that BigLaw pursues as well as cultivates.95 The hiring of a Latina associate, for example, is valuable for the firm: it gets to count the associate toward its gender and racial diversity numbers, data it collects and reports. It gets to display the associate’s hiring publicly, to other lawyers at the firm, potential recruits, its competitors, clients, and the legal profession, deriving further value from the exchange. And it gets to send a credible cultural message—“we are not a racist institution!”—both internally to its own lawyers and externally to potential recruits and clients. The law firm derives all this value by hiring the associate, strategically assigning her work with clients who value diversity, asking her to join its diversity and hiring committees, and prominently displaying her image on its website.96

In return, in addition to giving associates short-term economic capital, i.e., a salary, law firms also provide associates with social and cultural capital, a shot at a lot more economic capital, and even identity capital. First, associates receive social capital in the form of mentoring from the firm’s senior associates and partners. BigLaw’s primary asset is the people who work for it, and it attempts to recruit and retain the best lawyers available to remain competitive and retain its elite professional status. Upon joining the firm, associates gain access to these prized individuals, who become available to mentor the firm’s next generation. Of course, ample literature documents the increased competition experienced by large law firms and the corresponding cultural transformation that makes their lawyers less willing and able to mentor junior associates.97 Nonetheless, associates do find mentors at BigLaw, a significant social capital asset.98

Moreover, BigLaw lends and allows associates (and partners) access to valuable relationships, to its high achievers and their networks, not only within but also outside of the firm. Firm partners, for example, sit on high profile boards of for-profit and nonprofit organizations, and are well-connected within the profession and with other professionals, connections some may gradually share with interested associates. Next, the firm gradually exposes associates to its social capital, as opposed to the social capital of its individual members, for example, to high status entity clients with whom associates may be able to build relationships that may in term

97. Fortney, Soul for Sale, supra note 8, at 281–82; Fortney, The Billable Hours Derby, supra note 8, at 178.
98. This is not to suggest that all BigLaw lawyers are good mentors. To the extent that some mentors are poor or ineffective, mentorship may constitute negative social capital. See supra note 53 and accompanying text.
be leveraged for in-house positions, as well as to its relationships with financial institutions and real estate agencies.

Mentorship is correctly identified in contemporary literature as an important ingredient of lawyers’ professional success in and outside BigLaw.99 Trying to make partner in a large law firm without securing and benefitting from the guidance and power of mentors is ill-advised.100 Capital analysis reveals that social capital means so much more: an associate (or junior partner) who fails to cultivate mentors or is discouraged or prevented by the firm from securing powerful mentors not only stands a lessor chance of making partner (or getting promoted to equity partner status) but also fails to understand or is prevented from taking advantage of the very bargain she struck with the firm. A constitutive feature of the exchange is the opportunity given to the firm’s attorneys to cultivate and build their own social and cultural capital by utilizing the firm’s resources. Failure to take advantage of this opportunity deprives oneself of valuable experiences that are inherent in the exchange with BigLaw. It essentially amounts to shortchanging oneself of fundamental aspects (and benefits) of the transaction into which one entered. For example, a senior associate who does not take advantage of the firm’s connections to join a board of trustees or become publicly active in an area of interest is not only diminishing her chances of making partner but also passing on an opportunity to form valuable and enriching relationships outside of the firm that may generate professional value, as well as equally important personal value and growth. At the same time, failure by the firm to extend all of its lawyers meaningful opportunities to develop their capital violates the very exchange the firm entered into.

Second, associates receive cultural capital from the firm in the form of training, enhanced valuable skills, and credentials.101 At the firm, associates learn to draft, think, and practice at the highest professional level, honing the skills that set the stage for promotion within the firm or advancement outside of it. To the astute observer, the firm offers valuable lessons in how to serve and interact with the most powerful clients and power brokers.102 Firms also provide exposure to high status skills and interests that may serve associates well, such as offering tickets to high culture events and high status sports events, sponsoring wine tasting, and providing opportunities to learn to play golf. The mere affiliation with


100. Wilkins & Gulati, Reconceiving the Tournament of Lawyers, supra note 7, at 1609; Wilkins & Gulati, Why Are There So Few Black Lawyers, supra note 7.
101. See generally Wilkins, supra note 84.
BigLaw and its credentials opens doors and legitimizes associates’ status and professional standing.

As is the case with social capital, failure to cultivate one’s cultural capital while at the firm undercuts the value of the transaction between lawyer and firm beyond merely diminishing the prospects of making partner at the firm. The value of the firm’s reputation and credentials, as well as the skills one may acquire while practicing within it, may be worth a tremendous amount to one’s professional and personal flourishing, irrespective of whether one makes partner and chooses to stay with the firm in the long run. One, for example, may develop enriching interests or develop people skills that may be pursued outside of the professional realm. Failure to acquire and cultivate cultural capital while at the firm cheats firm lawyers out of the very opportunities that are an integral part of the exchange they have agreed to. But, of course, firm lawyers only can take advantage of opportunities actually afforded them. To the extent that the firm fails to offer all of its lawyers meaningful opportunities to cultivate their cultural capital, it is breaching the terms of its capital exchange.

Third, associates receive a shot at enhanced long-term economic value, either in the form of a partnership or other leveraged positions outside of the firm, such as coveted in-house positions. Finally, to the extent that BigLaw still consists of predominantly masculine white institutions, as part of the exchange they provide associates and partners with identity capital. Large law firms are well-endowed with and derive benefits from their gender and racial identity: they are presumed to be competent, efficient, and possess a high level of expertise well worth their high fees. A lawyer hired by the firm benefits from these perceptions and the positive stereotypes associated with them.


106. See generally PRESUMED INCOMPETENT, supra note 32.

107. Ironically, a lawyer afflicted by negative gender and racial stereotypes may derive higher identity capital from associating with an elite white institution compared to a white male attorney who, because he is often presumed to be competent and hardworking, may derive low marginal identity capital from being employed by an elite white institution. For example, a client who may otherwise presume incompetence when dealing with a Latina attorney may not harbor such bias if the attorney is associated with an elite masculine white institution because the client may instead presume that all of the firm’s lawyers are competent.
Capital analysis of the exchange between BigLaw, its partners, and its associates corrects for a significant omission of Tournament Theory. The tournament model impliedly assumed that the rules of the tournament, that is, how to compete in it—how to be a successful lawyer at a large law firm—were obvious and meritocratic. It led scholars adhering to it to assume that BigLaw institutional discrimination, if any, was nothing more than a reflection of external conditions in American society over which large law firms had little to no control. First generation critical scholars have shown that the tournament rules were neither obvious to all nor solely meritocratic, but they failed to specifically document how BigLaw’s policies, procedures, and culture cause, rather than simply reflect, bias. Capital analysis, in contrast, provides the missing insights about the rules of the tournament and their consequences.

Success at BigLaw requires more than hard work and meritocracy. To be sure, success certainly requires hard work—i.e., labor as well as merit—to develop excellent skills as a lawyer and as a business developer. But success at BigLaw also requires the development and utilization of social, cultural, and identity capital. Winning the tournaments of lawyers—both as an associate competing for partnership and, increasingly, as a salary partner competing for equity status—requires cultivating and deploying networks of relationships, a sophisticated appreciation of the operation and culture of the firm and its power dynamics, and a willingness to take advantage of facets of one’s personal identity. In short, success at BigLaw is a function of hard work, merit, and capital.

Indeed, the relationship between meritocracy and capital is a complex one. On the one hand, capital can help build merit when an associate uses her skills, training, and mentorship to become a better attorney. On the other hand, capital may also be misrecognized as merit, e.g., when a partner confuses an associate’s nuanced understanding of the culture of the firm or her connections as expertise. As a result, positive capital helps propel firm lawyers within the firm whereas negative capital undermines success.108

To make matters even more complicated, certain qualities of capital make it hard to distinguish from merit. First, different lawyers and law firms will have capital in varying forms and amounts, and these different capital endowments significantly impact career prospects at BigLaw. The point, to be clear, is not merely that some lawyers will have more capital than others. Rather, varying capital endowments impact performance and its perception at BigLaw.

Consider an incoming associate whose social capital endowment includes having BigLaw lawyers in his networks. The associate may leverage his social capital to cultivate cultural capital assets—specifically, a sophisticated and nuanced understanding of the workings of BigLaw in advance of and while working at the firm: how to help secure better and high quality assignments, how to interact with partners, senior associates and staff at the firm, how to read subtle messages and meet informal

108. See supra note 45.
expectations, and how to carry oneself consistent with firm culture by anticipating and addressing unspoken prevailing stereotypes. In turn, such cultural capital assets allow the associate to actually perform better and visibly be perceived as performing better than his counterparts.

BigLaw ought to be keenly aware of the varying capital endowments of its attorneys. While it has long relied on capital endowments to recruit and retain lawyers as well as attract clients, and while it has ample incentives to continue to take advantage of its lawyers’ capital, it also has an incentive to ensure that it recruits and retains the best, that is, the most meritorious lawyers and that it does not misrecognize capital for merit. Put differently, that different lawyers possess varying capital endowments is natural. BigLaw ought to record and track its lawyers’ capital endowments so it can better support them, take advantage of them, and avoid misrecognizing them as merit.109

Second, acquiring positive capital, dispensing with negative capital, and generally deploying capital may be costly for firm lawyers, and the costs of utilizing capital may vary. Sometimes, the costs of deploying capital are negligible. A law school graduate applying for a BigLaw associate position incurs no cost utilizing her cultural and symbolic capital assets by listing her law school, grade point average, and class rank on her resume. A lawyer looking to move laterally and who is taking advantage of her professional networks to identify and pursue appropriate opportunities is likely to incur relatively low costs taking advantage of her social capital assets, for example, by having to return the courtesy at some point in the future. White male associates may incur no costs at all utilizing their identity capital to benefit from the positive racial and gender stereotypes of competence, intelligence, and loyalty to the firm and its clients.

At other times, however, using capital may be quite costly, even risky. Following Wilkins and Gulati,110 as well as Gulati and Carbado,111 consider a black associate who is trying to dispense with negative identity capital stemming from negative racial stereotypes. Determined to prove his merit and excellence, the associate may assume risk by taking on a high profile assignment he is not quite ready to handle. Or a female associate battling negative identity capital stemming from negative gender stereotypes of divided loyalties may overextend herself in the hopes of proving her loyalty to the firm.

Or consider the varying degrees of risk incurred by different associates seeking to cultivate social capital. On the one hand, a Caucasian male associate likely incurs relatively little risk approaching what he perceives to be potential mentors among the many Caucasian male partners at the firm, or a Jewish lawyer is likely treading on safe ground seeking the mentorship

---

109. To an extent, BigLaw already tracks capital, for example, in recording and publicizing its lawyers’ educational credentials, membership in professional associations, and sometimes nonlegal hobbies and skills.

110. See generally Wilkins & Gulati, Why Are There So Few Black Lawyers, supra note 7.

111. See generally Carbado & Gulati, supra note 1.
of Jewish partners by implicitly trading on her ethno-religious identity capital. On the other hand, a Caucasian female associate who approaches a female partner seeking work and mentorship hoping to take advantage of her gender identity, or a black male associate who similarly approaches a black partner, is likely to incur higher degrees of risk. The female partner may resent the assumption that she ought to mentor a female associate and may believe that the female associate ought to seek male partners as she herself had to do years before.\footnote{See Cynthia Fuchs Epstein et al., \textit{Glass Ceilings and Open Doors: Women's Advancement in the Legal Profession}, 64 \textit{Fordham L. Rev.} 291, 354–55 (1995) (stating that some women partners experience a “mentoring ambivalence related more to generational issues—questions about whether women of the younger generation in the firms should be nurtured in ways that female partners were not as they were building their own careers”).} Or the black partner may not be the best mentor for the black associate, for example, because he lacks power and influence within the firm.\footnote{See \textit{generally Nelson}, supra note 9; David B. Wilkins, \textit{Partners Without Power? A Preliminary Look at Black Partners in Corporate Law Firms}, 2 J. INST. FOR STUDY LEGAL ETHICS 15 (1999).} Moreover, even if the female and black partners, respectively, are willing and able to mentor the associates, such acquisition of social capital may simultaneously entail acquiring negative identity capital deriving from gender and racial stereotypes regarding why these partners were willing to mentor the associates.

The point is that BigLaw should not rush to judgments regarding its lawyers’ ability to cultivate and deploy their capital. While the development and use of capital by lawyers is imperative for their and BigLaw’s success, different lawyers may reasonably be hesitant to deploy their capital endowments and may incur varying costs in doing so. Accordingly, BigLaw ought not to quickly draw negative inferences or penalize lawyers for failure to cultivate and utilize capital. Instead, it ought to develop policies that encourage capital buildup and decrease the costs of deploying capital within the firm.

Finally, different lawyers may have varying amounts of control over the use and value of their capital endowments. Partner A who is asked by Partner B to help facilitate B’s lateral move in-house at Corporation X can choose whether to call X’s General Counsel and controls what and how to recommend the colleague. As importantly, not only does A control the amount of capital he is willing to spend, he also controls the value of the social capital exchanged by assessing the qualifications of B by gauging the response of the General Counsel. Consider in contrast a diverse associate who is asked to serve on a diversity committee. The associate may have a say over the number of hours she is going to serve on the committee, but she will have no control over the value of her identity capital used because she has no control over how the firm values diversity or how it values her participation and service on the committee.\footnote{See Wilkins, supra note 95, at 1587.} Moreover, different lawyers may have varying amounts of control over their capital. For example, identity capital is the value one derives from one’s identity, including when one agrees to trade identity capital to the firm for some other forms of
capital. But, importantly, a law firm may be deriving value from one’s identity even when the lawyer in question derives no value at all, either because the exchange is involuntary or when it is unfair. A case in point is the posting of a minority lawyer’s image on the firm’s website. Unless the firm exchanges something of value for the usage, it is benefiting from the commodification of lawyer’s identity capital while the lawyer derives no value from it.

As was the case with the varying costs of cultivating and deploying various forms of capital, BigLaw ought to put in place policies and procedures that are sensitive to the varying degrees of control its lawyers exercise over the use and value of their forms of capital and avoid erroneous judgments regarding the use of capital by different lawyers.

IV. A NEW CAPITAL ACCOUNT OF UNDERREPRESENTATION IN BIGLAW

Is the complex capital exchange, however, inherently unfair to women and minority associates (and partners), at least compared and contrasted with the exchange BigLaw makes with white male associates?

A. Capital and Underrepresentation in BigLaw

Unlike Tournament Theory, capital analysis can make sense of BigLaw’s hiring, promotion, and retention policies. Tournament Theory assumes that BigLaw would recruit and then promote the most talented entry-level associates irrespective of their personal identity. Therefore, it cannot explain the de facto affirmative action recruiting policies of BigLaw. And it concludes either that external conditions beyond BigLaw’s control cause the underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers in positions of power and influence, or that these lawyers are not as meritorious as the tournament’s winners.

To begin with, capital analysis explains why BigLaw actively recruits women and minority associates. Diversity is a value BigLaw pursues, and it can reap benefits from the gender and racial identity of its lawyers by leveraging their identity capital. Of course, diversity is not the only goal BigLaw pursues. It seeks diverse candidates with gender and racial identities as well as meritorious candidates to meet its goals of providing quality service and maintaining its elite professional status. Yet BigLaw’s appetite for identity capital explains why it actively seeks to recruit women and minority lawyers.

After recruiting diverse candidates, BigLaw has an incentive to retain its diverse lawyers so it can—in addition to benefiting from their work product—continue to take advantage of their gender and racial identities. Importantly, however, BigLaw faces two countervailing forces that undermine its diversity efforts and result in the underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers in its partnership ranks.

115. Wilkins, supra note 95.
First, because distinguishing merit from capital is both costly and hard to do, BigLaw tends to overplay the role of the former and downplay the latter, without attempting to avoid misrecognizing the two. As a result, firm lawyers who are well-endowed with capital systematically outperform those with less capital, both because they use their enhanced capital to become more meritorious and because their capital is misrecognized as merit. Because white male lawyers tend to possess significantly greater endowments of social, cultural, and identity capital compared with their women and minority counterparts, they end up disproportionately represented in the partnership ranks.

For example, to the extent that some BigLaw diverse candidates possess negative identity capital—e.g., gender and racial identities rendered negative by prevailing stereotypes—they underperform (negative capital undermines merit) and are unfairly perceived as underperforming even when they are not (negative capital is misrecognized as lack of merit). This capital impact, in turn, will reduce their opportunities to become better lawyers and to cultivate their social capital (mentoring) and cultural capital (training). Firm lawyers endowed with negative capital thus face an uphill retention and promotion battle at BigLaw.116

Second, and worse, the very processes by which BigLaw extracts value from its lawyers’ gender and racial identities tend to undermine the success of women and minority lawyers at the firm. For example, by overburdening a Latina associate with service on the diversity and hiring committees, by expecting her to actively participate in firm events, and even by publicly displaying her image on its website, the firm distracts her and undermines her performance contrasted with her white male counterparts. Hours that the Latina associate spends serving on committees and socializing, so she can be paraded and displayed by the firm, are hours that she does not bill—hours that white males can spend billing and getting ahead of her. Indeed, even if a typical white male associate does not get ahead by billing more hours, he is able to spend overall fewer hours at firm related events, allowing him to relax and replenish his mental faculties at home, thereby giving him a better shot at outperforming the Latina associate when they both bill hours. In the words of Carbado and Gulati, the Latina associate ends up working her identity longer and harder than her white male counterpart, with a very disturbing and real consequence—she falls behind the competition and may have a diminished chance at securing the richness of partnership down the road.117 And, as Nancy Leong points out, the Latina associate is not even offered higher pay for the extra service work she does.118

Capital analysis thus suggests that the labor-capital exchange between BigLaw and its lawyers will tend to systematically disfavor women and minority lawyers both because the former tend to have lower endowments
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of positive capital (or may even possess negative capital) and because firms’ own policies of extracting identity capital from diverse lawyers undermine their prospects of retention and promotion.

A counterargument might be that everybody works their identity, such that while diverse candidates experience an imposition when BigLaw commodifies their identity capital, other lawyers will experience a similar hardship when firms commodify their respective identities. For example, Caucasian female associates who are mothers of young children are expected to display loyalty to the firm and its clients by being available 24/7. At the same time, they are celebrated and featured by the firm as proof that the firm is sensitive to work-life concerns and often burdened with diversity and recruitment service expectations. Associates who hail from lower socioeconomic status or who are graduates of lower ranked law schools may experience negative stereotypes and expectations that they conform to the culture of the firm, while at the same time are used to demonstrate the firm’s commitment to egalitarianism and meritocracy.

To be sure, even white male associates work their identity. Not only may they be called upon to demonstrate to other white male associates that the firm is the kind of place whereby notwithstanding its commitment to diversity, white males are welcomed and can succeed, but they are also used to show clients that the firm has the people power to serve their needs 24/7. More fundamentally, while male associates work their identity by benefitting from positive gender and racial stereotyping. They are often presumed to be competent and committed to the firm, even if in reality some may prefer to spend more time with their families. Indeed, Caucasian males even benefit (i.e., “what a committed father,” “what a supportive husband”) when they seek the very work-life accommodations that trigger negative reactions for their female counterparts (“her commitment to her family and children undermines her loyalty to the firm”).

The point, as Carbado and Gulati explain, is that while everybody works their identity, some systematically work harder; some can work their identities to their advantage, and others must work their identities simply to overcome negative stereotypes. That everybody works their identity is therefore not a reassuring observation; rather, it is a reflection of the very inequalities and hurdles which BigLaw may not uniquely inflict but which it certainly features. The Latina associate, it would seem, is at an inherent disadvantage compared to her white male counterpart: while she exchanges
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labor for short-term economic capital like all other associates, she exchanges greater amounts of identity capital and receives less in return in terms of social and cultural capital. Fundamentally then, the core root of minority underrepresentation in positions of power and influence at BigLaw appears to boil down to this: while white male associates essentially get to exchange their labor for relatively low economic capital in the present (a salary) and a shot at cultural, social, and high economic capital in the future, female and minority associates exchange their labor as well as identity capital for relatively low economic capital in the present.

B. The Capital Obligation and the Capital Opportunity

If the underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers in the partnership ranks of BigLaw were solely the result of different firm lawyers possessing different endowments of social, cultural, and identity capital, compounded by the inability of large law firms to easily distinguish merit from capital, BigLaw might have been somewhat justified in claiming it is not responsible for remedying the situation.

However, because the underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers in positions of power and influence is also the result of BigLaw’s commodification of these lawyers’ (indeed, of all of its lawyers’) identity capital, BigLaw has an obligation to remedy the problem. To commodify the gender and racial identity of its lawyers and to derive benefit from it only to disclaim responsibility for remedying the underrepresentation and inequality the commodification causes is inherently unfair and inexcusable. Indeed, such commodification violates the boundary constraint on capital exchanges and renders BigLaw culpable. As long as large law firms engage in exchanges with lawyers and choose to commodify their identity capital, they are obligated to address the consequences of their exchange—the underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers in their partnership ranks—by practicing capital transparency and offering all of their lawyers equal opportunities to build their capital infrastructure.123

Worse, failure to practice capital transparency and afford all of its lawyers equal opportunities to cultivate the capital necessary for success constitutes capital exploitation of women and minority lawyers. Consider the following revolving door diversity dynamic at large law firms: BigLaw hires a certain number of entry-level women and minority lawyers but does not offer them meaningful opportunities to acquire social (mentoring) and cultural (training) capital. As a result, women and minority lawyers disproportionately exit BigLaw as junior attorneys, never reaching the ranks of senior associates and partners. Yet, by the time these lawyers leave, a fresh crop of entry-level women and minority lawyers are hired by BigLaw,

123. Admittedly, BigLaw may escape moral accountability for the underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers within its midst in one of two ways. It can continue to actively trade in the identity capital of women and minority capital while practicing capital transparency and investing in capital infrastructure, or it can stop trading in capital to the detriment of women and minority lawyers by not hiring them. The latter is nothing short of inconceivable, both normatively and practically.
such that at any given point in time large law firms feature ample supply of diversity, if only in their bottom ranks. Such a revolving door diversity dynamic, unintentional as it may be, allows BigLaw to derive value from the capital identity of women and minority lawyers while offering little social and cultural capital in return. In capital analysis terms, such exploitative exchange gravely violates the boundary constraint, that is, basic conditions of fairness.\footnote{I am indebted to Devon Carbado for suggesting this argument.}

Fortunately, recent developments in BigLaw’s practice render living up to its capital obligation easier than in the past, by turning instances of identity capital commodification into opportunities of social and cultural capital buildup. Increased competitive pressures experienced by large law firms’ attorneys—both externally by clients who vocally refuse to pay for training and mentoring\footnote{Wilkins, supra note 9, at 2108. See generally Larry E. Ribstein, The Death of Big Law, 2010 Wis. L. Rev. 749.} and internally by partners who feel that they cannot afford to spend the time doing it—reduce opportunities for training and mentoring at BigLaw for associates.\footnote{Fortney, Soul for Sale, supra note 8, at 281–82. See generally Milton C. Regan, Jr., Eat What You Kill (2006).} In this context, attendance at firmwide events and service on various committees, diversity and hiring committees included, may provide associates valuable opportunities to form relationships with powerful partners at the firm—the very prized networking windows and mentoring moments that are otherwise a diminished commodity at BigLaw.\footnote{Russell G. Pearce & Eli Wald, Rethinking Lawyer Regulation: How a Relational Approach Would Improve Professional Rules and Roles, 2012 Mich. St. L. Rev. 513.} Service on the hiring committee, for example, may allow associates to get to know the powerful hiring partner as well as department and practice group heads, and service on the diversity committee may provide associates the opportunity to form relationships with firm leaders, such as members of the management committee. Such service impositions may also provide the Latina associate with opportunities to get to know the firm culture better, that is, allowing her to acquire and cultivate valuable cultural capital. In short, service commitments, which constitute an imposition on an associate’s time, are at the same time increasingly rare opportunities to cultivate social and cultural capital within the firm.

Moreover, BigLaw’s commitment to diversity—the very driver that causes firms to commodify the Latina associate’s gender and racial identity and at times results in negative stereotypes while with the firm—may provide her with enhanced opportunities to obtain and leverage social and cultural capital. If BigLaw practiced capital transparency, the Latina associate may be able to demand and negotiate for marginally better terms of employment when hired, and she may be able to take a visible lead when burdened with service commitments (for example, while playing a leadership role in a diversity event).
This analysis by no means is meant to deny the imposition on and harm to diverse lawyers when BigLaw commodifies their gender and racial identities. Yet at the same time, the processes and policies by which BigLaw extracts identity capital from its diverse lawyers provide them with increasingly rare opportunities to cultivate their social capital by building mentorship relationships with powerful partners. These relationships allow them to build their cultural capital, to receive training from powerful partners, and to better understand the firm’s culture and inner workings. At the same time, these relationships help to dispose of negative identity capital stemming from negative gender and racial stereotypes by disproving them with excellent service.

Yet the opportunities for diverse lawyers to turn firm policies that extract their identity capital into arenas in which to build positive social and cultural capital are fraught with risk. Service on a diversity or a hiring committee, for example, is less than ideal terrain on which to build relationships with powerful partners, some of whom may not eagerly serve on it, or do so dismissively without any intention to use the joint service with diverse lawyers as a mentorship platform. Arguably, these are exactly the kinds of committees on which women and minority lawyers are likely to face powerful incentives to work their identities so as not to be perceived by powerful partners as troublemakers. Accordingly, to make capital opportunities viable, BigLaw must meet two conditions: It needs to better understand the meaning and qualities of firm capital and, in particular, of the capital of its lawyers. It also needs to institute capital policies and procedures that increase the likelihood of equality within its ranks. Otherwise, BigLaw risks systematically engaging in exploitative capital exchanges that allow it to derive value from the gender and racial identities of its lawyers while depriving and denying its lawyers the fair value of the bargains.

V. CAPITAL AND EQUALITY AT BIGLAW

BigLaw may continue to commodify the identity capital of its lawyers as part of its capital exchange with them, as long as it practices capital transparency, respects the capital boundary constraint, and invests in building capital infrastructure for all of its lawyers. Because its commodification of identity capital contributes to inequity within its ranks, BigLaw is accountable and must remedy the underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers. This part explores transparent and fair policies and procedures meant to reduce the underrepresentation of diverse lawyers at BigLaw. But first, it addresses a preliminary objection that BigLaw ought not engage or promote capital trades because such commodification contradicts the legal profession’s commitment to pursuing a universal professional identity.
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A. Identity Capital and Lawyers' Professional Identity

The American Bar Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct and their predecessors have long advocated a one-size-fits-all professional identity for lawyers, lending support to capital opponents who reject the streamlining of trades in capital identity. In particular, the Rules aspire to promote a universal identity that is explicitly professional rather than personal. All lawyers are expected to be competent, diligent, and loyal to clients, irrespective of their personal identity. Indeed, one’s identity based on gender, race, class, sexual orientation, et cetera is irrelevant under the Rules in that it is never explicitly acknowledged and hardly even implicitly recognized. The Rules’ universal, professional, one-size-fits-all approach has an intuitive appeal. It celebrates merit (competence, diligence, and loyalty) above all else and promotes equality by treating all lawyers similarly, irrespective of “irrelevant” personal traits and considerations. Indeed, for the Rules to acknowledge and permit differential treatment of lawyers based on facets of their personal identity smacks of dreaded explicit discrimination.

But, of course, the Rules are not truly divorced from so-called “irrelevant” non-merit value judgments. They are historically grounded in and culturally embedded in the identity of the legal profession’s founding members—white men. They continue to be interpreted from the perspective of the profession’s most dominant members—white men. Moreover, even if ideal Rules could devise a regulatory framework that is in some meaningful ways truly universal—and what that would mean is a separate complex and controversial question—lawyers are increasingly diverse in ways that could and should inform their professional identity and exercise of professional judgment. Put differently, even if a particular brand of universal professionalism were possible, it would, to quote Wilkins, at the same time be a form of “bleached-out” professionalism, ignoring important, even constitutive, aspects of lawyers’ personal identity.

Universal professionalism, with its commitment to competence, diligence, and loyalty, captures important, indeed, constitutive commitments of lawyers qua lawyers and plays an indispensable role in the definition of what it means to be a lawyer. But it does not start and end the professionalism conversation, nor does it negate the fact that lawyers’ personal identities shape their professional identities.
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When the Latina associate joins a large law firm, certain aspects of the commodified exchange between them are not inevitable. The firm need not, of course, prominently feature the associate on its website and it need not expect her to disproportionately serve on various committees or work for certain clients. Yet, other aspects of the commodification are much harder to avoid. As soon as the Latina associate joins the firm, certain assumptions will be made by various actors, and some stereotypes will be triggered: lawyers and clients will make assumptions about why the associate was hired, her competence and performance, and the law firm’s commitment to diversity and its culture.

In an ideal world, perhaps such inevitable commodification might be avoided: the Latina associate would not experience negative gender and racial stereotypes, and her white male counterparts would not benefit from positive gender and racial stereotypes. But even in such a world, the Latina associate would still be more than a generic universal associate. In addition to being a competent, diligent, and loyal lawyer, she also brings to the table her background, upbringing, and cultural values. She is a woman and a Latina, and these features of her identity inform her professional identity as a lawyer in ways that are inevitable.134

BigLaw’s trading in capital identity cannot and should not be avoided. In fact, ignoring implicit capital exchanges in a reality in which diverse attorneys tend to possess lower (not to mention negative) capital endowments compared with Caucasian male lawyers and in which capital both helps build merit and professional success and gets misrecognized for merit is irresponsible and unfair. Instead, BigLaw must explicitly recognize the role of capital in exchanges with its lawyers and in its culture and institute policies and procedures that ensure an equal playing field for all of its lawyers.

B. Using Capital to Enhance Equality at BigLaw

The underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers in positions of power and influence at BigLaw is in part explained by their relatively low (or even negative) endowments of capital compared with their Caucasian male counterparts, by the tendency of BigLaw to misrecognize capital with merit, and by its adoption of purportedly universal policies and procedures of retention and promotion that implicitly build on lawyers’ capital endowments and therefore disproportionately disfavor women and minority attorneys. To level the playing field, namely by providing all its attorneys with equal opportunities to acquire and deploy their capital and thus compete for retention and promotion, BigLaw must develop explicit capital policies.

In particular, turning impositions and hurdles disproportionately experienced by women and lawyers of color into opportunities to cultivate social and cultural capital depends in part on both the lawyers’ and firm’s

willingness to treat them as such—these are opportunities to acquire capital, not guarantees of it. An individual partner would have to appreciate the role capital plays in BigLaw’s tournament of lawyers and invest valuable time in mentoring and training firm lawyers assigned to him or her. An individual associate would have to seize the opportunities and make the most of them: work hard to showcase her commitment to the firm, its clients, and the task at hand; go above and beyond the call of duty, notwithstanding the real imposition on billable hours; and use the service platform to actively pursue relationships with powerful partners as mentors. Other firm lawyers, for example, colleagues of the associate benefiting from the mentorship and training, will have to support the mentorship. BigLaw, for its part, would have to staff its hiring and diversity committees with powerful partners and stress to them the institutional value their service, including interacting with the associates who serve on them. And it must establish policies that visibly identify and credibly acknowledge—even reward—service as a valuable aspect of BigLaw practice on par with the billable hour.

1. Capital Transparency

The capital boundary constraint, that is, basic fairness considerations inherent to capital transactions, requires transparency, such that parties to identity capital exchanges are aware of the exchange and its impact on themselves and others. But unlike some explicit exchanges, capitalizing identity often does not entail a conscious transaction and its consequences are sometimes unclear. To be sure, sometimes the exchange is relatively obvious. When the Ku Klux Klan retained Mr. Griffin to represent it in a First Amendment case, there could be little doubt that the representation entailed a commodification of Mr. Griffin’s racial identity, and that Mr. Griffin understood or should have reasonably understood the nature of the exchange. And when Kobe Bryant, a superstar black male basketball player, retained Pamela Mackey, a leading Caucasian female defense attorney, to defend him against rape allegations, the representation commodified Ms. Mackey’s gender and racial identity. Yet at other times, for example, when a large law firm hires a Latina associate, the identity commodification exchange may be less apparent. Practicing capital transparency will ensure that BigLaw and its lawyers are aware of the exchange and the consequences it entails.

If law firms are going to hire and promote associates in part because of their gender and racial identity (as they always have), they ought to be honest and transparent about their practices. Of course, BigLaw has long had a history of hiring and promoting based on gender and racial considerations, hiring and promoting near exclusively WASP males and allowing such lawyers to benefit from presumptions of competence and
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loyalty to the firm and its clients. Yet BigLaw often did so while confusing and misrecognizing social, cultural, and identity capital as merit. Historically, large law firms recruited, based on merit, top-ranked graduates of elite law schools with law review credentials. At the same time, the hiring and promotion were exclusive to those candidates endowed with connections and who also had elite hobbies and spoke additional languages—a misrecognition of merit and capital. Thus, BigLaw was, and still is, commodifying the (male) gender identity and (white) racial identity of its lawyers. Moving forward, law firms must take steps to better monitor the misrecognition of capital as merit because failure to do so favors those who have higher capital endowments. For example, white male lawyers’ mistakes are played down and more easily overlooked when these lawyers are endowed with significant social and cultural capital, undermining law firms’ commitment to retaining and promoting the best lawyers. Similarly, if law firms are going to continue their practice of recruiting and promoting based in part on capital endowments, they must guard against misrecognizing identity capital as lack of merit. This is not just a question of basic fairness to the Latina associate (and indeed to all firm lawyers) but rather also implicates BigLaw’s commitment to meritocracy.

Lack of transparency about capital exchanges, for example, about firms’ recruitment of minorities, breeds negative stereotyping and therefore negative identity capital. Absent transparency, when BigLaw actively recruits minority candidates, some of its partners and associates may speculate and make negative assumptions about the competence of the minority lawyers. To the extent that some firm partners and associates may operate under such assumptions, the firm must institute policies and procedures to combat the impact of such negative stereotyping. Being endowed with identity capital that enhances the law firm’s diversity profile does not mean, and cannot be allowed to mean, that the Latina associate is less qualified than her counterparts. Instead, BigLaw must transparently explain its reasons for recruiting diverse lawyers and take active steps, after the hiring stage, to ensure fair treatment of all of its lawyers, and, in particular, that no lawyers suffer from negative stereotyping, disproportionately endowing its minority lawyers with negative capital.

Of course, the law firm must ensure that it is living up to its part of the exchange. Specifically, it must put in place policies and procedures that would provide the associate with the promised opportunities to cultivate her social and cultural capital. For example, if the law firm is going to burden the associate with service on the diversity and hiring committees, expect the associate to visibly attend functions and conform to its dominant culture, and display the associate’s image on its website to demonstrate its
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commitment to diversity, it must at the same time make sure that the associate’s commitments and service to the firm are recognized and valued, and it must ensure that powerful partners serve on the diversity and hiring committees and that they are willing to invest time and effort in mentoring and training the associate.

For her part, the Latina associate must be made aware of the exchange BigLaw is offering: economic capital, opportunities to cultivate her social and cultural capital, as well as benefitting from the law firm’s identity capital, in return for the Latina associate’s labor and identity capital. Once the terms of the exchange become transparent, the Latina associate would then be able to consider the dignity harm to her personal identity—as well as to minority communities’—resulting from the commodification of her identity.

Indeed, transparency would not only allow women and minority lawyers to trade identity capital on an informed basis, it has the potential to empower them to refuse to do so. Assume that the Latina associate does not wish to trade her racial and gender capital. She does not want to be featured in the law firm’s diversity publications and events and does not want to serve on its diversity and recruitment committees. Absent transparency, how will the Latina associate go about communicating her preferences? Capital transparency might provide the language and the context for the Latina associate to express her preferences to the firm.

Moreover, transparency is a necessary step toward equalizing the playing field—the tournament—for all BigLaw lawyers and, specifically, breaking away from dynamics that render gender and racial inequality a problem only for women and minority attorneys. Absent transparency, a powerful white male partner might come to think about diversity as a women’s issue, such that, for example, when a prospective female associate asks about gender realities at the firm, he might respond: “I do not know, but I’ll put you in touch with my partner Jane Smith who can better address the issue.” Or he might feel justified in refusing to personally commit significant time to serving on the diversity committee or women’s committee on the ground that gender diversity is not a priority for him. Capital transparency establishes, in contrast, that diversity is a firm issue and a firmwide commitment. If the firm trades in identity capital and benefits from it, it is the duty of all of its members to see that the firm lives up to its part of the capital exchange.

Similarly, absent transparency, a white male associate might be tempted to think about service on the recruitment committee or attending a diversity event as a low priority that does not directly involve and affect him. And he might even come to resent diversity policies and procedures, understanding them as unfair to him. Yet transparency serves as a reminder not only that the firm benefits from commodifying identity capital, but also that the white male associate himself benefits from possessing positive identity capital. Viewed from this perspective, diversity policies are not an unfair impediment, but rather a necessary condition to ensure that all firm lawyers compete on equal terms and footing.
In sum, the point here is not that BigLaw is responsible for prevalent
gender and racial stereotypes in American society, nor is it that BigLaw is
responsible for varying endowments of capital among the lawyers it
recruits. Rather, it is that BigLaw is responsible for the cultivation and use
of capital by its lawyers when it chooses to value and trade in their capital.
It is simply unfair for BigLaw to hire diverse lawyers intending to take
advantage of their positive identity capital only to ignore their negative
identity capital and allow it to undermine their prospects of retention and
promotion by, for example, failing to combat negative gender and racial
stereotypes among its partners. And it is unfair for BigLaw to allow white
male lawyers to benefit from positive identity capital while putting in place
policies and procedures that disproportionately impose on women and
minorities, while at the same time claiming to be a meritorious institution in
which capital is an irrelevant consideration for success.

Admittedly, practicing capital transparency “in a time and age when the
American public, especially white Americans, are uncomfortable talking
about race,”140 may be easier said than done. As Angela Onwuachi-Willig
points out, “[I]t is much easier to point to non-complaining minorities as
rational and discount complaining minorities as ultrasensitive or, as the
saying goes, of ‘playing the race card.’”141 Yet the likely discomfort to all
parties involved and impacted by capital exchanges notwithstanding,
BigLaw must discontinue its misleading and unfair practice of implicit
capital exchanges and ensure that all of its lawyers are well informed about
the nature and role of capital in their workplace and professional lives.

2. Capital Boundary

The harm resulting from identity commodification depends in part on the
conditions of the exchange and its circumstances. The capital boundary
restraint requires that identity capital exchanges take place under fair
conditions. In the BigLaw context, it suggests that large law firms ought to
abandon their long commitment to equal treatment of their lawyers and
practice instead equal opportunity, exactly because firm lawyers vastly vary
in terms of their capital endowments. Consider the assignment of both
office space and work to lawyers at the firm. Equal treatment suggests that
office assignments should be solely handled based on subject-matter fit,
availability, and seniority. When an office space becomes available, for
example, on a litigation floor, it should be assigned to a litigator with
seniority and ongoing working relationships with other members of the
litigation department. Work assignments must be distributed randomly
within departments to ensure equal treatment of all associates within the
departments. Any consideration of identity has long been understood to
violate equal treatment. And indeed, when explicit discrimination was the
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evil fought by large law firms, such equal treatment, or difference blindness, was a necessary and appropriate approach. But equal treatment becomes an impediment to equality in today’s practice realities in which implicit bias and varying capital endowments are the cause of inequality.

Office assignments distribute social capital. Physical proximity to partners with power is a relevant consideration in determining who ends up working with these partners. If a law firm’s success is determined in part by possession of social capital, and if endowments of social capital vary among firm lawyers, then equality requires ensuring access to social capital and assigning offices in part to benefit firm lawyers who have fewer social capital assets, traditionally women and minorities. Similarly, the assignment of work ought to take into account capital endowments. Savvy firm lawyers, well-endowed with cultural capital, who understand the importance of and actively seek work from powerful partners, already have an advantage vis-à-vis counterparts who possess fewer cultural capital assets. Assigning work randomly pursuant to equal treatment principles will therefore tend to perpetuate unfair capital inequality. Instead, BigLaw should practice equal opportunity and assign work in a manner that provides its lawyers who have fewer cultural capital assets access to its powerful partners.

BigLaw’s formal adherence to policies and procedures of equal treatment, purportedly holding all of its lawyers to the same standards of merit and professionalism—for example, the billable hour, demonstrating and visible loyalty to the firm and its clients, and the development of a book of business—is inaccurate and misleading in ways that disproportionately burden and harm women and minority lawyers. Merit and professionalism, at the risk of stating the obvious, are of course constitutive aspects of large law firms’ practice. But they are not (and have never been) the only relevant considerations, because capital endowments, including identity capital, have long mattered to BigLaw and continue to matter today, albeit in changing ways. As importantly, merit and professionalism are not (and have never been) divorced from capital (whether social, cultural, or identity). Thus, BigLaw’s practice of equal treatment based on merit and professionalism standards that ignores the social, cultural, and identity capital endowments of its lawyers is

---
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misleading and unfair, in a way that imposes great and disproportionate harm on women and minority lawyers.148

Instead, BigLaw ought to develop standards and policies for hiring and promotion, work assignments, office space allocation, measurement of productivity and performance, and business development, as well as an overall culture that embodies equal opportunities for all of its attorneys by utilizing criteria that recognize merit and capital contributions to the firm and that are sensitive to the interplay of merit and capital to avoid measuring the former in terms that disproportionately disfavor women and minority lawyers. For example, capital transparency and capital boundary analysis suggest that BigLaw ought to develop policies and procedures to honestly and accurately evaluate the performance of its lawyers, for example, by replacing bland assessment tools with competency-based performance analyses,149 rather than relying heavily on billable hours.150 BigLaw must also recognize the various contributions different lawyers bring to the firm. Expecting diverse candidates to disproportionately serve on the diversity and hiring committees, for example, only meets fairness requirements if BigLaw is willing to recognize the value of this service on terms equal to billable hours. At a minimum, transparency and fairness require that if BigLaw refuses to acknowledge service as the billable hour equal, then it must advise its lawyers accordingly and allow diverse lawyers to make informed decisions as to whether to agree to undertake significant service commitments.

Similarly, while there is nothing wrong with a for-profit large law firm expecting and measuring its senior associates’ and partners’ ability to develop lucrative books of business, there is an inherent unfairness in turning a blind eye to lawyers’ varying endowments of social and cultural capital. This, in turn, plays a significant role in one’s ability to develop a book of business. Rather than measuring only the number of clients brought to the firm and the revenue generated from them, BigLaw ought to develop equal opportunity criteria that take into account its lawyers’ capital endowments and measure their books of business in light of their ability to use and deploy capital. For example, BigLaw ought to allow all of its lawyers opportunities to cultivate the very social and cultural capital necessary for the development of a book of business and then measure their success relative to their capital endowments.

Abandoning equal treatment and replacing it with equal opportunity principles is not going to be an easy undertaking. Indeed, figuring out what a commitment to equal opportunity means in particular situations may be easier said than done. Consider mentorship pairings. A law firm committed to replacing difference blindness (for example, the random
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pairing of partners and associates) with bias awareness might pair a minority associate with a minority partner or a woman associate with a woman partner in an attempt to take into account the likely affinity of firm lawyers based on their respective identities. Yet capital analysis cautions against simplistic conclusions regarding identity. First, while affinity is a relevant consideration in cultivating social capital, in the context of BigLaw access to powerful partners is by far the most dominant element of social and cultural capital. Therefore, a law firm committed to principles of equal opportunity should pair mentors and mentees based on access-to-capital considerations. Associates endowed with relatively low social and cultural capital assets should be paired up with powerful partners, even if that means pairing up a Latina associate with a white male partner. Second, pairing mentors and mentees by affinity risks overburdening the few minority and women partners thus undermining their own cultivation of social and cultural capital. Instead, equal opportunity principles suggest broadening the ranks of mentors to include powerful white male partners to spread the burden of mentorships more equally across BigLaw.

Moreover, BigLaw should abandon the practice of assigning mentors in a manner divorced from its core training activities and work assignments. In an increasingly competitive work environment, isolated mentoring is bound to result in busy partners failing to mentor or nominally and minimally “mentoring” associates by meeting with them twice a year for a quick cup of coffee. Instead, to help build the social and cultural capital of mentees, mentors should be drawn from within the pool of powerful partners while working with and training their mentees. Such an equal opportunity practice does not violate BigLaw’s commitment to equality: associates well-endowed with social and cultural capital will be able to deploy their capital assets to secure mentorships and work opportunities without receiving institutional assistance from the firm. Moreover, white male associates will often be able to use identity capital assets to further secure powerful mentors. Equality in BigLaw, therefore, requires an equal opportunity approach to embedded training and mentorship to ensure all firm lawyers equal opportunities to acquire and develop capital infrastructure.

The capital boundary restraint demands that capital exchanges take place on fair conditions. Given the role of capital in achieving success at BigLaw, fairness requires that large law firms offer all of their lawyers equal opportunities to acquire and develop capital and forsake equal treatment principles, which albeit unintentionally, tend to reflect and sustain unequal capital endowments and therefore, ultimately, inequality.

3. Capital Infrastructure

Capital infrastructure considerations suggest at least two conditions on the commodification of lawyers’ identity at BigLaw. First, while BigLaw trades in and takes advantage of the racial and gender identity of some of its lawyers in a nonideal, second-best professional world to demonstrate its commitment to diversity and equality, and trades in and takes advantage of
the racial and gender identity of all its lawyers (white male lawyers included), it must at the same time build a capital infrastructure that offers all of its lawyers equal opportunities to succeed, and that would one day change the very gender and racial perceptions that lead to these identity exchanges. Specifically, firms must help women and minority lawyers build their social and cultural capital endowments while taking advantage of their identity capital; that is, they must consciously provide mentoring, training, and business development opportunities so that, over time, women and minority lawyers have an equal opportunity to grow and succeed at BigLaw and outside of it.

Put differently, if BigLaw is to acknowledge the influence of different forms of capital on merit and commit itself to affording all its lawyers equal opportunities for success, it must offer all of its lawyers meaningful opportunities to improve their merit and cultivate their respective capital endowments, recognizing that different lawyers possess different capital endowments and therefore may need different opportunities to cultivate and deploy their capital. Those well-endowed with social and cultural capital, as well as identity capital, may need fewer opportunities to cultivate these assets, whereas those with lesser endowments may require additional opportunities to build the forms of capital essential for success at large law firms.

Building capital infrastructure for all of its lawyers in a way that satisfies the capital boundary restraint, namely in a fair and just manner, is not going to be easy. Recall the example of the large law firm that expects and asks a Latina associate to serve on its hiring and diversity committees and attend firm functions, in which her gender and racial identity may be leveraged by the firm. The firm may be tempted to ensure the equal treatment of the associate by adopting a policy that would acknowledge the associate’s service hours and put them on par with other associates’ billable hours. Yet, while such a policy would satisfy the boundary restraint, it would fail the infrastructure condition: in the short run, if the Latina associate is allowed to count her service hours as billable hours, she will not fall behind her colleagues and will meet her billable expectancies. However, in the long run, the policy may prove to be harmful to the associate. Over time, associates who have billed more hours to quality work assignments as opposed to service would likely be able to improve their skills as lawyers and cultivate a mentoring relationship with their supervising partners. Thus, the Latina associate, even if she could count her service hours as billable hours or, in the alternative, receive additional payment for her service to the firm, would be at a disadvantage. In hindsight, the Latina associate would have been better off spending less time on service and more time billing hours and cultivating her social and cultural capital. Capital transparency would require the firm to advise the associate in advance of the likely consequences of undertaking significant service commitments even if she can count them toward her billable expectancy. And capital
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infrastructure considerations suggest that the firm should advise the associate in advance and assist her, over time, to avoid undertaking imposing service commitments and instead focus on cultivating her social and cultural assets. That is, exchanging identity capital for economic capital, for example, doing service work in exchange for a bonus, while tempting in the short run, may prove ill-advised in the long run: service commitments that are used as a platform to build one’s social and cultural capital assets are conducive to making partner whereas time-consuming service commitments that stifle cultivation of cultural and social capital are not, even if one is being paid for them.

Moreover, even if the firm were committed to allowing the associate to take advantage of her imposing service commitments (by leveraging them into opportunities for building her social and cultural capital and by advising and incentivizing partners on the diversity and hiring committees to serve as the associate’s mentors), transparency and boundary considerations require that the firm caution the associate in advance about the risks inherent in service to allow her to make an informed decision as to whether she should serve and risk falling behind her counterparts at the firm.

Second, mindful of the fact that personal identity components inform the identities of lawyers as professionals, BigLaw must invest in fostering an inclusive culture that recognizes, welcomes, and values the diversity of its lawyers. Consider the following example. On a Monday morning, Client calls male Partner and seeks advice in negotiating a transaction “as soon as possible.” Perhaps Client is correct regarding the timing of the legal assistance it requires. Any delay on the part of the law firm in doing the work may foil the transaction and undermine Partner’s relationship with Client. In such an instance, a 24/7 attitude would be required on the part of Partner and his team of lawyers, irrespective of the gender identity of team members and irrespective of the fact that such an attitude may disproportionately burden female lawyers, either because some tend to shoulder heavier personal burdens outside of the firm compared to their male lawyer counterparts, or because Partner may assume they shoulder such burdens and will be less available to serve Client’s needs on a 24/7 basis, even when they do not.

At other times, however, Client may be mistaken about the urgency of its needs or may not care about timing. It is in these moments that the culture of the firm and its commitment to a gender-diverse environment may come into play. Partner may still, in response to Client’s request for assistance “as soon as possible,” promise Client a prompt reply and trigger a 24/7 attitude, either because Client asked for it or because the male partner is used to or even prides himself on being able to provide a prompt reply. Indeed, if the firm tends to define merit and excellence in part in terms of 24/7 service to clients, Partner may instinctively promise a quick turnover,
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notwithstanding the uneven gender impositions on male and female team members.

A partner mindful and concerned with fostering a more gender-equal culture at the firm may, on the other hand, promise client advice by the end of the week, allowing his team members an opportunity to do the work during the usual nine-to-five timeframe as opposed to during evenings or nights. Such seemingly subtle client management and case management strategies may go a long way toward establishing and building an inclusive gender culture at the firm, especially when done explicitly and transparently, empowering female team members and credibly conveying that the firm respects excellence and merit in terms other than 24/7 service.

BigLaw is currently recruiting diverse entry-level classes of associates. However, because different lawyers will tend to have different endowments of capital when joining the firm, attention to capital infrastructure requires tracking lawyers’ various capital endowments early on.153 Tracking capital would allow BigLaw, in turn, to offer its lawyers equal opportunities to acquire and develop capital within the firm, for example, by assigning associates with low social and cultural capital to strategic office locations by powerful partners, assigning them work with powerful partners early on and continuously, and pairing them to powerful mentors within the firm.

Attention to capital infrastructure, to reiterate, does not mean that BigLaw should abandon its long-standing reliance on the billable hour as a key factor in assessing the productivity of associates and its reliance on the book of business as a key aspect of assessing partners and their compensation. Given, however, that both the billable hour and the book of business are influenced by the capital endowments of firm lawyers, it does mean that BigLaw should develop additional means to assess the quality and productivity of associates alongside the billable hour and ensure fair access to (quality) billable hours by providing access to powerful and busy partners to those lawyers endowed with low capital assets.154 Similarly, while encouraging and expecting firm partners to develop significant books of business is both legitimate and desirable, BigLaw must provide all of its lawyers equal opportunities to develop such portfolios. Relevant policies may include pairing powerful rainmaking partners with associates and partners endowed with little capital, as well as providing explicit training on how to develop business to all firm lawyers, while especially targeting lawyers with low social and cultural capital assets.

Finally, a word about the dominance of the 24/7 professional ideology and its hallmarks of undivided loyalty to the firm and its clients. Especially in an increasingly competitive market for corporate legal services, large law firms are expected to feature, and need to practice, a client-centered approach. Sometimes, such an approach requires the provision of legal services around the clock. Yet large law firms have developed their elite reputation and status by offering more than around-the-clock service
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commitment. They offer high quality services and products. Ready availability, while important, has never been and should not become the litmus test for excellence and professional merit. The 24/7 approach as the defining feature of loyalty to clients does not serve the interests of either clients or large law firms, and it undermines BigLaw’s commitment to equality by disproportionately endowing women and minority lawyers with negative capital. Indeed, devising capital-minded policies and procedures may not only allow BigLaw to more effectively pursue equality within its upper ranks, it may also open the door to the development of professional ideologies—alternatives to the dominant yet unappealing around the clock client-centered ideology—that would allow large law firms to continue to successfully recruit top talent and retain their elite status atop the profession.155

CONCLUSION

BigLaw is at a loss to meet its purported commitment to enhanced diversity and equality within its upper ranks. Its defenders claim that large law firms uphold meritorious standards of retention and promotion and are helpless to effectuate change in the face of societal stereotypes and implicit biases that plague their culture, policies, and decision makers, disproportionately impacting diverse lawyers. Critics retort that BigLaw is simply unwilling to bear the significant cost of combating negative stereotypes and implicit bias and rid itself of their harmful consequences. Importantly, both BigLaw advocates and its critics agree that the root of the problem of underrepresentation is exogenous to BigLaw: it does not create the underrepresentation of women and minority lawyers, it merely reflects and tolerates the harsh phenomena of stereotyping and implicit bias that exist outside of it.

This traditional understanding of the interplay between merit, stereotypes, and implicit bias, however, is incomplete and misleading. BigLaw and its lawyers engage in complex transactions, exchanging labor and economic, social, cultural, and identity capital, which includes commodifying gender and racial identities. The underrepresentation of diverse lawyers is therefore endogenous to the exchange and is a function of the following considerations. For one, women and minority lawyers tend to have lower (and sometimes even negative) endowments of capital, compared with their Caucasian male counterparts. Further, capital endowments both impact and are misrecognized for merit and therefore play a significant role in BigLaw’s retention and promotion policies. Finally, BigLaw and its lawyers appear to be ignorant, to misunderstand, or to deny the impact of capital on their relationship.

A better, more equal future at BigLaw depends on its willingness to acknowledge the role of capital, and, in particular, of identity capital—pink and blue, black and white—in its hiring, retention and promotion policies by practicing capital transparency; on its willingness to trade capital with its
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lawyers on fair and just terms honoring capital boundaries; and on its willingness to help build the capital infrastructure of all of its lawyers by abandoning its equal treatment principles and replacing them with equal opportunity policies. Fortunately, capital analysis provides BigLaw with both the language and the tools to begin to successfully pursue enhanced diversity in its positions of power and influence.